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Abstract-A capacitance evaluation method based 
on the extraction of physical parameters from finite 
element (FE) analysis is presented. Mechanical simu- 
lations and this capacitance evaluation method were 
applied to a new, highly symmetrical, silicon accelero- 
meter in view of globaly modeling the sensor system. 
The commercial hardware description language HDL- 
ATM is used to develop a compact behavioral macro- 
models for SPICE simulators. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modeling and simulation of microsystems follows a 
logical development flow: 

1. layout and design (mask editing and design rule 

2. process simulation (semiconductor process si- 

3. device simulation (FEM, BEM field solvers and 

4. system simulation (SPICE and HDL techniques) 
5. global simulation (iteration of the above steps). 

Many tools exist a t  these various levels of simulation. 
For a comprehensive overview, the reader is referred to [l]. 
Seamless data transfer between the levels is required to 
accelerate development time and extend the usefulness 
of simulation. Challenges include geometric construction 
from mask and process data, 3D coupled field simula- 
tion, construction of lumped macro models, and compu- 
ter aided insertion of those macro models into dynami- 
cal simulators [2]. This paper describes a physical para- 
meter extraction approach and associated numerical to- 
ols [3], developed to address the passage of device mo- 
dels from the device simulation level [4] to the system 
simulation level. A commercial finite element package 
(ANSYSTM)  which has become a standard in the field 
because of its comprehensive coupled field capabilities, is 
used as the field solver for device simulations. A commer- 
cial hardware description language (HDL), HDL-ATM of 
Anacad EngineeringTM, is used for the system level mo- 
dels of microsystem devices [5]. The methodology and 
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software tools are generic with respect to numerical field 
solvers and analog HDLs interfaced with SPICE simula- 
tion tools. A silicon (Si) micromachined accelerometer 
using capacitive detection is presented as an application 
example [7]. 

11. PHYSICAL PARAMETER EXTRACTION 

A physical parameter extractor (PXT) based on the 
numerical integration of nodal (and element) degrees of 
freedom (DOF) has been developed, and interfaces with 
ANSYS. In the case of static FE analysis, the flow (cur- 
rent, force, torque, flow rate, heat flow rate, etc.) va- 
riable is calculated for a given effort (voltage, translational 
velocity, rotational velocity, pressure, temperature, etc.) 
variable. A physical macro-parameter (resistance, capa- 
citance, reactance, displaced volume, electrostatic force 
etc.) can also be calculated for given boundary conditions. 
By iterating the variation of boundary conditions and 
extracting the physical quantity of interest, a piecewise- 
linear macro-model describing the behavior of a device is 
created. A behavioral HDL-A model is then generated for 
the SPICE simulator. Digital synchronization is used to 
ensure sufficient precision during simulation [ 6 ] .  

For a harmonic FE analysis, PXT may again be used 
to integrate spatial DOFs in order to derive macro-values. 
The result is a piecewise linear macro-model describing 
the frequency response (amplitude and phase) of the mo- 
del. A polynomial fit is performed, and a behavioral HDL- 
A model is generated, using a polynomial filter (transfer 
function) approach. HDL-A models derived from both 
static and modal FE analyses are valid for the dc, ac and 
transient SPICE analysis domains, and are different repre- 
sentations of the behavior of a given device. 

111. CAPACITIVE ACCELEROMETER APPLICATION 
EXAMPLE 

A new bulk-microfabricated Si accelerometer developed 
at LPMO, BesanGon, France is presented as an application 
example. The design enables very low cross-sensitivities 
as well as a batch fabrication processing of the whole de- 
vice. The structure consisting of a seismic mass suspended 
by four thin beams is presented in fig. 1. The sensing axis 
of the sensor is contained in the wafer plane and is per- 
pendicular to the beams. This structure was fabricated 
by double side etching of a <loo> silicon wafer, and a non 
conventional alignment of (45' from the <110> wafer flat 
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Fig. 1. SEM photograph of the accelerometer. 

Fig. 2. FE analysis of the device under an in-plane acceleration. 

to fabricate two perpendicular devices on one wafer in the 
same KOH-solution etching step. 

Fig. 2 shows the FE model used to characterize the 
mechanical behavior of the device using harmonic ana- 
lysis. Electrostatic field simulations were performed in 
ANSYS to optimize the capacitive response of the dete- 
ction electrodes whose design is presented in [8]. Th' is ca- 
pacitive detection is based on measuring the capacitance 
change between a movable electrode and a reference ele- 
ctrode. The two electrodes are designed like fine-tooth 
comb made of several hundred segments. Figure 3 show 
the calculated electric field between opposite electrode se- 
gments. 

The capacitance C between two ideal conductors may 
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Fig. 3. Detail of 3D electrostatic FE model and simulated electric 
field between opposite electrodes. 

hrm model capa model 

Fig. 4. 
HDL-A models are thick-rimmed boxes. 

Schematic of accelerometer circuit for SPICE simulator. 

be calculated using: 

where V is the applied electric potential, E O  is the permit- 
tivity of free space, E ,  is the relative permittivity of the 
medium, ,!? is the electric field, ii is the surface normal 
and S is the surface of one of the electrodes. 

The lower electrode capacitance was extracted using 
PXT (which implements a numerical integral of Eq. 1) for 
relative displacements of the seismic mass. A comparison 
with a parallel plate capacitor analytical formulae, which 
neglects the fringe field, has been done [8]. 

The simulation and capacitance extraction allowed the 
selection of an optimal number of electrodes and electrode 
width with respect to the sensitivity defined by the slope 
of the extracted capacitance-displacement function. 

Iv. HDL MODELING OF THE ACCELEROMETER 

Using the mechanical data and the capacitance data, 
HDL-A models of the accelerometer are generated. The 
accelerometer device modelization has been split into two 
elements. Figure ( 4) is a schematic view of the global mo- 
del accelerometer architecture. The first element is mode- 
led as a mechanical harmonic resonator directly obtained 
from the structural FE simulations (fig. 5). The mathe- 
matical model used to describe the mechanical behavior 
of the accelerometer is a linear differential equation. From 
the network theory point of view, this model is a passive 
one-port element. The nature of the signal going through 
and across the pins of the one-port model are respecti- 
vely the force and the displacement corresponding to the 
mechanical2 nature in HDL-A. 

The harmonic simulation has been done with an exci- 
tation force applied to the center of gravity of the mecha- 
nical structure of the accelerometer. The displacement 
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Fig. 5. FE calculated sensing axis displacement transfer function of 
seismic mass for an excitation force of 1.0 mN. 
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Fig. 6. Extracted capacitance as a function of displacement. 

of this gravity center is picked up and transcribed into a 
mechanical behavioral model. The product of the applied 
force and the displacement is the mechanical energy rece- 
ived by the accelerometer. Table I is the HDL-A model 
listing. The parameters coe fd ( )  and c o e f n ( )  and prop of 
the mechanical model are calculated automatically from 
FE simulation data with PXT. The value of the parame- 
ter F defaults to 1.0, which corresponding to an applied 
force of 1.0 N .  

The electrical part of the model is a variable capaci- 
tor load implemented as a piecewise linear lookup table 
(fig. 6). The nature of the input variables are mechanical2 
and electrical for the output variables. The piecewise li- 
near capacitance data extracted from the FE simulations 
is implemented as a two-port model. This biport behaves 
like a transducer converting the displacement of the se- 
ismic mass of the accelerometer into a capacitance. The 
piecewise linear capacitance data is visible in the init sta- 
tement of the relational (analog) architectural declaration 
of table 111. A space period function of the capacitance 
versus the displacement enables to define the lookup table 
over one period. The variable capacitance is periodic to a 
good approximation due to the high number of electrode 
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EITITY hrm IS 

EID EITITY hrm; 

ARCHITECTURE bhv OF h m  IS 

PI1 (inp, inp0: mechanical2) ; 

STATE dn: analog-vector(0 TO 0); STATE dd: analog-vector(0 TO 2 ) ;  
VARIABLE dout, lhs, rhs: analog; STATE fout: analog; 
COISTAIT nn, nd: integer; COISTAIT prop, F: real; 
COISTAIT coefn : real-vector (0 to 0 ) ;  
COISTAIT coefd : real-vector (0 to 2 ) ;  

RELATIOI 
BEG11 

PROCEDURAL FOR IIIT => 
IULL ; 
F := 1.0; nn := 0; nd := 2 ;  coefn(0) := 1.0; 
coefd(0) := 1446442060.7976346; coefd(1) := 478.76782130605818; 
coefd(2) := 1.0; prop := 240393.2777765124; 

lhs := coefn(0) fout; -- build LHS (force) 
dn(0) := fout; 
IF nn > 0 THEM 

PROCEDURAL FOR DC, AC, TRAISIEIT => 

FOR i I1 1 TO nn LOOP 

EID LOOP; 
dn(i) := ddt(dn(i-1)); lhs := lhs + coefn(i)*dn(i); 

EID IF; 
dout := [inpO,inpl .d; 
rhs := coefd(0) * dout; dd(0) := dout; 
IF nd > 0 THE1 

-- build RHS (displacement) 

FOR i I1 1 TO nd LOOP 

EID LOOP; 
dd(i) := ddt(dd(i-1)); rhs := rhs + coefd(i)*dd(i); 

EID IF; 
[inpO,inp] .f %= fout; 

(prop/F)+lhs == rhs; 

-- define mech. impedance 
EQUATIOI (fout) FOR DC, AC, TRAISIEIT => 

END RELATIOI; 
EID bhv; 

TABLE I 
HDL-A model listing of the mechanical part of the accelerometer. 

segments (around 400). 
Digital synchronization is used to ensure accurate piece- 

wise behavior of the model (process declaration). The 
digital architectural declaration is presented in table 11. 
Synchronization is required to force the circuit simulator 
to calculate a convergence point at each node of the ca- 
pacitive lookup table to prevent rounding-off errors and 
allow efficient simulation without having to reduce the 
maximum time step parameter. For a slowly varying in- 
put (displacement of seismic mass), few synchronization 
steps will occur. When rapidly strong and varying exter- 
nal acceleration is present, as many time steps as.needed 
are calculated. The active slice in the lookup table is 
also updated as transitions occur. The capacitive impe- 
dance load is only present for ac and t rans ien t  simulation 
modes, as no current flows for a dc analysis. 

The models of the mechanical and electrical parts of 
the accelerometer are compiled and introduced, together 
with models of the front-end sensing electronics, into a ne- 
tlist for system level simulation. The global performance 
of the accelerometer system may now be predicted, and 
the precision optimized by iterating the device simula- 
tion, parameter extraction, model generation and system 
simulation steps. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical parameter extractor and model generator 
interfacing between device (FE) and system (SPICE) si- 



EETITY capa IS 

EED EETITY capa; 

ARCHITECTURE bhv OF capa IS 

PIE (inp, inpO : mechanicall; outp, outpO : electrical); 

STATE din, vout, iout, cval : analog; 
VARIABLE d, C: analog-vector (0 TO 20); 
VARIABLE n,sl: integer; 
VARIABLE inf,sup,step: analog; 

BEGIU 
PROCESS 
BEGIE 

forever : LOOP 
YAIT 011 RISIEG (din,sup), FALLIEG (din,inf); 
IF RISIUG (din,sup) THEE 

IF (81 < (n - 1 ) )  THEU sl := sl + 1; 

ELSE 

EED IF; 

IF (81 > 0) THEE 

inf := d(s1); sup := d(sl+l); 

REPORT "Overshoot" SEVERITY warning; 

ELSIF FALLIUG (din,inf) THEE 

sl := 81 - 1; 
inf := d(s1); sup := d(sl+l); 

REPORT "Undershoot" SEVERITY warning; 
ELSE 

EED IF; 
EED IF; 

EED LOOP forever; 
EPD PROCESS; 

RELATIOE 
PROCEDURAL FOR IEIT => 

sl := 0; n := 20; 
step := 20.0e-6; 
d(0) := O.O;C(O) := 2.298e-ll;d(I) := 1.Oe-6; 
I table intentionally omitted I 
d(20) := 20.0e-6;C(20) := 2.298e-11; 

PROCEDURAL FOR DC => 
din := [inp, inpol .d; -- accelerometer's displacement 
vout := Coutp, outpol .v;-- capacitance's voltage 
W I L E  din/step < 0.0 AUD didstep > 1.0 LOOP 

IF din < 0.0 THEE din := din + step; EED IF; 
IF din > 0.0 THEE din := din - step; EED IF; 

EED LOOP; 
FOR i IU 0 TO n-I LOOP 

IF din < d ( i + i )  THEI 
IF din >= d(i) THEE sl := i; EXIT; EED IF; 

EED IF; 
EBD LOOP; 
cval := 0.0: inf := d(s1): sup := d(sl+l); . -  

PROCEDURAL FOR AC, TRAESIEET => 
din := [inp, inp0l.d; -- displacement 

vout := Coutp, outp0l.v; -- voltage 
WHILE didstep < 0.0 AID din/step > 1.0 LOOP 

IF din < 0.0 THEE din := din + step 
IF din Z 0.0 THEI din := din - step 

EED LOOP; 
cval := (c(sl)+((c(sl+i)-c(s1))/ 

(d(sl+l)-d(sl)))*(din-d(sl)) 

EED IF; 
EED IF: 

IF din < d(0) THEE cval := 0.0; 
ELSIF din > d(n) THEU cval := 0.0; EED IF; 

Coutp, outpol .i Y,= iout; 
Cinp, inpol .f Y,= 0.0; 

EQUATIOU (iout) FOR DC, AC, TRAESIEET => 
iout == ddt(vout) * cval; 

EED RELATIOE; 
EUD ARCHITECTURE bhv ; 

mulation levels was presented. A silicon micromachined 
accelerometer using capacitive detection was simulated 
and presented. The approach allowed the optimization 
of the sensitivity of the device. The resultant behavioral 
model may be used in an analog circuit simulator to per- 
form simulations together with the detection and lineari- 
zation electronics. Generation of behavioral HDL models 
of devices characterized using FEs results in rapid system 
simulation and prevents convergence problems often en- 
countered when coupling different field solvers. The gre- 
atest benefits of the methodology and numerical tools are 
a faster time to market and greatly reduced prototyping 
costs. 
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